Rewarding Your Online Freelancer With Bonuses And Good
Five Star Reviews When Outsourcing On Freelance Websites
Rewarding your freelancer is an effective way to motivate them to do or to continue to do quality
work. Rewarding somebody works ten times better then punishing them just like encouragement
works better than criticism. The are a number of ways you can reward your outsourcers for superb
work and this article will discuss the reasons why should endeavor to occasionally reward your
workforce, especially for exceptional work.
The easiest way to reward your freelancer is to give them a financial bonus. It's not necessary to tell
them before hand, surprises are very effective as a reward as well. It depends on you how much
you'd like to reward your freelancer but it should be in line with their current pay structure.
Depending on the type of work that had to be done and the quality that was delivered to you, a
bonus of 5 - 20 per cent would be sufficient.
Other freelancers might actually prefer to be rewarded with more challenging work. Some people
really excel and are motivated by the wish to do excellent work. They arise to challenges, as they
would rise to the day. The thought that a crucial part of a program depends on them and then
receiving the final product gives them an immense sense of satisfaction. These workers are a blessing
in disguise for any business.
Finally some freelancers like to be acknowledged. This might be taken in the form of a certificate, a
gift, a plaque or medal. Everyone likes to feel proud about the work that they do and these small
gestures help them feel that.
The reasons why you should reward your freelancers are simple. Highly motivated workers produce a
higher quality of work. Feeling valued by their employer causes many workers to become more
dedicated and focused in order to live up to the value that has been placed on them. And finally your
staffs are less likely to be "poached" by others offering them more money.
As you can see there are many ways you can reward your freelancer. First you can reward them with
bonuses of money, or you could give them a gift or a symbol of your recognition and
acknowledgement of their service. If they value feeling important you can give them more
responsibilities. Happy and motivated produce better quality work, stay for longer and provide
loyalty that normally money cannot buy.
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